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Abstract: Statistics from tackle security problems, research institutions and government organizations show
that the number of data-leak instances has grown-up rapidly in recent years. There exist solutions detecting
unintentional sensitive Data leaks caused by human mistakes and to provide alerts for organizations
conventional technologies for data leakage avoidance rely on the terminal or boundary control which is difficult
for data leakage in spread environment. However, this secrecy requirement is hard to satisfy in practice, as
detection servers may be compromised or outsourced. In this paper, we present a privacy- preserving data-leak
detection (DLD) solution to solve the issue where a special set of sensitive data digests be used in detection.
The advantage of our method is that it enables the data owner to hand securely over the detection operation
to a semi-honest provider without revealing the sensitive data to the provider. For this, the user profile is
created using the local knowledge base so that only required data can be given intended for avoiding data
leakage and misuse.
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INTRODUCTION mechanisms associated with data usage more closely and

Detecting and preventing data leaks requires a set of “Kang” [1] also designed a hardware architecture which
corresponding solutions, which may include data-leak integrates data and signature management software
detection,  data  confinement, stealthy malware detection especially for data leakage protection of mobile storage
and policy enforcement. Data leakages are detected and device. “Kuhn” [2] applied trusted computing to disk
avoided and the misuse is a great difficult issue for encryption and secure latent control, preventing data from
organizations. Network dataleak detection (DLD) typically leaking in work-in- progress. “Yin Fan” [3] proposed a
searches for any incidence of sensitive data patterns and reliability-based distributed data leakage protection model
performs deep packet inspection (DPI). DPI is a technique to extend files from leaking. Berger’s [4] trusted virtual
to analyze payloads of TCP/IP packet for inspecting datacenter (Trusted Virtual Datacenter, TVDc) structure
application layer data, e.g., HTTP header/content. Alerts that is grouping the virtual machine and the underlying
are triggered and traffic passes a threshold when the data resources further based on TVDs according to
amount of sensitive data found. This challenge becomes security needs of centralized data services, etc.
more difficult when trying to detect and prevent data DLD provider can be prevented from collecting exact
leakage and misuse performed by an insider having legal knowledge on sensitive data and the collection of
permissions to access the organization’s systems and its potential  leaks  is  composed  of  noises and real leaks.
sensitive data. The data owner who post-processes the potential leaks

The dataleak detection solution which can be sent back by the DLD provider and then determines
deployed and outsourced in a semi-honest detection whether there is any real data leak.
environment. The fuzzy fingerprint technique be used
data privacy during data-leak detection operations. Model and Overview: The privacy-preserving data-leak

By compressing data security prevention boundary detection problems are of with a threat model, a security
to data itself, they make all kinds of security control goal and a privacy goal.

change the static and passive data protection conception.
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Security Goal and Threat Model: Three causes for
sensitive data to appear on the outbound traffic of an
organization, including the legitimate data use by the
employees.

Case I Inadvertent Data Leak: The sensitive data is
accidentally leaked into the outbound traffic by a
legitimate user. This paper focuses on detecting this type
of accidental data leaks over supervised network
channels. Inadvertent data leak may be due to human
errors such as forgetting to use encryption, inaccurately
forwarding an internal email and attachments to outsiders, Fig. 1: Proposed Model of Privacy-preserving Data-Leak
or due to application flaws [5]. A supervised network Detection
channel is either an unencrypted or an encrypted channel
where the content in it can be extracted and checked by DLD provider is used to accessible the traffic count
an authority in plaintext. Therefore, in the event of a data leak [8], the

Case II Malicious Data Leak: A rogue insider or a piece traffic, which is near be expected for all deep packet
of stealthy software may take sensitive personal or in1spection approaches. Our solution limits the amount of
organizational data from a host. Because the malicious maximal information learned during the detection and
opponent can use strong private encryption, [6] provides quantitative certification for data privacy.
steganography or secret channels to disable content- Our goal is to offer DLD source solutions to scan
based traffic inspection, this type of leaks is out of the massive content for sensitive data exposure and minimize
scope of our network-based solution. the possibility that the DLD provider learns about the

Case III Legitimate and Intended Data Transfer: The
sensitive data is send through a legitimate user intended Scalability: This means that the processing content at
for legitimate purposes. In this paper, we assume that the variety of scales. For examples, megabytes to terabytes
data owner is aware of legitimate data transfers and enables the DLD provider which offers an on-demand
permits such transfers. So the data owner can tell whether content inspection.
a piece of sensitive data in the network traffic is a leak
using legitimate data transfer policies. Privacy: It keeps the sensitive data confidential, not

Privacy Goal and Threat Model: To prevent the DLD into the detection system [9].
provider from ahead knowledge of sensitive data during
the detection process, we need to set up a privacy goal [7] Accuracy: The ability to identify all leaks and only real
that is corresponding to the security goal above. We leaks in the content, which implies low false
model the DLD provider as a semi-honest challenger, who negative/positive rates for the detection.
follows our protocol to carry out the operations, but may
attempt to gain knowledge about the sensitive data of the Privacy-Preserving Data-Leak Detection: Network-based
data owner. Our privacy goal is defined as follows. The Data-Leak Detection (DLD) technique is the main feature
DLD  provider be given digest of sensitive data from the in detection of revealing contents of sensitive data.
data owner and content of network traffic to be examined. Instead, only a small amount of specialized digests are
We present a privacy-preserving DLD model with a new needed. Proposed technique is the fuzzy fingerprint
fuzzy fingerprint mechanism to improve the data defense detection which detects an accidental data leaks due to
against semi-honest DLD provider. We generate digests human errors or application flaws. The privacy-preserving
of sensitive data through a one-way function and then [10] feature of our algorithms minimizes the exposure of
hide the sensitive values among other non-sensitive sensitive data and enables the data owner to delegate
values via fuzzification. safely the detection to others.

DLD provider may learn sensitive information from the

sensitive information.

disclosed to the DLD provider or any attacker breaking
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The two most important players in proposed abstract Data Leakage: Proposed privacy-preserving data-leak
model are the organization (i.e., data owner) and data-leak detection method supports a practical data-leak detection
detection (Server). as a service and knowledge is minimized such that a DLD

DLD provider inspects the network traffic for provider gain during process. Six different operations are
potential data leaks. The inspection can be performed executed by data owner and DLD provider. PREPROCESS
offline without causing any real-time delay in routing the run is included by the data owner which prepare the
packets. The DLD provider may attempt to gain digests of sensitive data, RELEASE of data owner sends
knowledge about the sensitive data. digests to the DLD provider, MONITOR and DETECT

Fig. 2: Privacy-Preserving Data-Leak Detection in Figure 2, SDC is equivalent to adding a protection shell

High Secure Encryption: The process of making data and packaged, which are transparent to the upper
unreadable by other humans or computers for the purpose applications. SDC is a dynamic virtual isolation
of preventing others from gaining access to its contents. environment for processes, controlling file access,
Encrypted data is generated using an encryption program network access and inter-process communication for
such as PGP, encryption machine, or a simple encryption processes accessing sensitive content.
key and appears as garbage until it is decrypted. As first
publicly accessible, from the NSA for the classification
"top secret" approved cipher, the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) is one of the most frequently used and
most secure encryption algorithms available today [11].

Collection Intersection: To protect dynamically changing
data like source code or documents with constant
development or keystroke data, the digests continuously
updated the detection. The question is raised on issues of
how the dynamic data detection efficiently detect the
dynamic data to investigate the community with network
based approach. Fig. 3: Active Data Leakage Prevention Model

collects the outgoing traffic of organization and compute
the digests of traffic content and identifies potential leaks,
REPORT for the DLD provider used to return data-leak
alerts to the data owner where there may be false
positives (i.e., false alarms) and POSTPROCESS pinpoints
the true data-leak instances. When trying to detect and
prevent data leakage and misuse performed by an insider
having legitimate permissions to access the organization’s
systems and its sensitive data.

Dual Key Description: Encryption key has to be split it
out into two key if encryption key has eight digit first four
digit first off send throw system then second 4digits
second off key will be provided via mobile phone( SMS
service). If receiver enters the companied key, only he can
decrypt the received file.

An Active Data Leakage Prevention Model
Model Idea: The main idea of active data leakage
prevention model is to add Secure Data Container
(abbreviated as SDC) to achieve active security, as shown

for documents. Data and security attributes are encrypted
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